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I.IThe Combined Use of Reservoir and Its Application to tee
Yung Ting Project
A. S:>'1lopsis".·,
There are always some conflictions between flood
control and power reservoirs, a reservoir for flood preven-
tion should be kept as nearly empty as possible to absorb
all the flood flow, a reservoir for power use should be
kept full to create head or to provide water during dry
seasons. In some cases, however, their combined use may
be proved to be more economical; the highest flood of some
streams may always occur in spring due tOl heaVJT rainfall
combined with melting snow, others may always occur in
summer caused solely by great storms; in these circumst-
ances the reservoir may be kept empty for certain period
and used for power purpose the rest time of the year. The
reduction of flood peak and consequently the equalization
of flow by flood-control reservoirs may increase the power
output of the downstream plants and also lessen the quan-
tity of flood to be handled by those plants. Large reser-
voirs for power use may absorb or retard some part of the
flood and greatly reduce its peak. The cost of reservoir
per unit volume of storage usually decreases with increas-
ing capacity; the reservoir may be built such that a por-
tion of which is used ,for flood control while the remain-
ing is used for pow~r purpose; the cost of combined reser-
1
voirs is usually cheaper than two sepaxate ones.
It is the aim of some designers to have their
flood-control project in connection with other purposes
such as power,: irrigation etc. tb,:~share the construction
and'·.maintenance expenses". On the Report of Advisory Com-
mittee of Engineerscon Flood Control Vt. it is stated that
upon all the rivers in Vt~ storage capacity has been found
sufficient practically to eliminate the flood ba.zard; the
estimated total cost of reservoirs is 40,000,000 dollars
and the development of 280,000 hp. at or near the reservoir
siteswill cost $34,000,000 more; the average cost of power
is estimated to be .81 per bv-hr. including all fixed and
operating charges for reservoirs and power developments. (1)
The report of New York Water Power Commission ~n
on water power and storage possibilities of the Hudson River
states that the flood flow of 89,000 c.f.s. at Spier Falls
March, 1913 could be reduced by about 35,000 c.f.s., if the
Sacan~a power reservoir' had been in ope~tion; and the max.
stage at Albany might have been reduced by 5 ft., if the pro-
posed.system of reservoirs had been in operation, and hence
the prevention of flooding of the Albany Filtration Plant
which caused the serious typhoid epidemic immediately after
that flood. (2)
The Tennessee Valley Project provides 5 ft. sur-
charge on the reservoirs on tributaries and 10 ft. on those
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in the main stream for flood protection; by this means the
flood can be prevented at a very low cost.(3)
Out of the 30 mill. acre-ft. stor~e capacity of
Boulder Reservoir Colorado River, 9.5 mill. acre-ft. is used
for flood control, this can reduce the highest peak flood of
250,000 c.f.s. to 50,000 c.f.s. Although 25 mill. dollars
is attributed to this work, it is estimated that in 50 years
the return from the power pla~t alone amounts "more than 165
mill. dollars, the cost of the whole project for irrigation,
flood control and power. (4)
As to the effect of power reservoirs on flood the
report of the Committee on Floods of New England, Boston
Society C. E. says that except for a period in the late
spring and early summer the water level in power reservoirs
is norm~lly below spillway level, and there will be more or
less capacity to absorb floods; that storage above spillway
crest is also available to cut down flood peaks:and that by
proper operation of reservoirs such as to open the flood
~"gates a short time before the arrival of flood, the flood
flow ~y be evenly distributed and its peak greatly reduced.
(5)
For the control of Yung Ting Ho, a river which
offen causes disastrous floods, the North China River Com-
mission has proposed the construction of two reservoirs (
Kuan Ting a.nd Tai Tau. 1.Tu), it is the purpose of this paper
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to study the possibilities of water power development in
co~~ectionwith these reservoirs. It is found that:
1. The Kuan Ting-reservoir can be used also for power, the
storage for this purpose will be 5.26 bill. cu. ft. from
Sept. to June and 0.795 bill. cu. ft. in JUly and August.
The Kuan Ting Dam will be raised 4.1 ft. and the cost of
storage including control works will be $180,000.
2. The power plants will be located on the portion of Yung
Ting Ho between Kuan Ting and San Chia Tien'., out of the
total drop of 1,100 ft. in about 70 miles, around 600 ft.
are available for power and there will be altogether 72,000
hp. which may be developed in about 6 plants.
3. The investment per hp. will be from $100-'_ to e 150. depend-
ing on the site and size of the plantJ the cost per kW-hr.
will be from .38 to .54¢, while the value'of power is esti-
mated to be .55¢ per kvl-hr.
4. Based on market conditions it is considered that a 4000-
6,000 kvv. plant may be built presently or in the near future,
the cost of this plant will be around ~110-130 per hp. in-
cluding cost of storage and the cost of power will be about
.4¢ per kw-hr.
B. A description of Yung Ting Valley a.nd the flood control
project
The Yung Ting Valley Fig. 1 is a sketch of Yung Ting
ValleJr , the upper Yung Ting is a very dry, cold and moun-
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tainous region, the temperature may reach -2ob in winter; the
annual rainfall is usually but a 'little more than 12 in~hes
which makes cultivation very difficult; the land is sandy and
highly erodible. The main tributaries of this river are Yang
Ho in the north with a drainage area of 6,500 sq. mi. and
Sang Chien Ho in the south,with a c1.rainage area. of lQ~;800 sq.
mi.; these unit at Chu Kuan Tun,flowing eastward. then to the
southeast, and rec€ive Kuei Shui Ho at Shih Chi~ Chai. The
river gradually narrows dovtn and enters "Kuan Ting gorge" in
the south,of Kuan Ting Tsun; its channel width varies from
300 ft. to 1,200 ft., the bed is steep and drops 1,100 ft. in
a distance of 70 miles, from Kuan Ting to San Chia Tien, the
dividing point of upper and lower Yung Ting valley. Below
San Chia Tien the river flows i~ a flat plain confined by
levees,. after coming down through the ~rtriangul2.r basin" it
confluences 'with "N"orth Canal". At Tientsin the river dis-
\
charges into Hai Ho1the outlet of the principal streams in
Hopei Province.
The average annual precipitation of Yung Ting
valley varies from 14 to 30 inches, about 65-80% of which
falls in summer; April and May are usually the dry months;
in 'v-linter the precipitation falls in the fDrm of snOVi a.nd
accumulates until late spring. The flood usually occurs in
JUly or August, the melting of snow in spring or early summer
although m~terially increases the discharge but seldom causes
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disastrous flood. Because of ~he steep slopeand erodible
land in "Upper Yung Ting" the river carries tremendous
amount of silt during summer storms, the low,U:'~t~pending
mainl~l on ground Ylater supply contains but little silt.
The minimum discharge at Lu Kou Chiao is about 170 c.f.s.,
the maximum flood peak may reach 346,000 c.f.s. Table 1
,gives the drainage area and the flood discharges of the sta-
tions along Yung Ting Ho, Table 2 gives the aver~e annual
precipitations on Yung Tine valley stations.
Table 1
~'Flo.9d Discharges, Yung Ting Ho
in thousandsof c.f.s.
station Kuan Ting San Chia Tien Lu Kou Chiao
Drainage area, sq. 17,500 18,150 18,160
mi.
Max. Flood 282.0 360.0 346.0
1924 Flood, JUly 203.0 184.0 173.0
1929 Flood, July 74.1 110.0 93.6
1929 Flood, Aug. 40.2 148.0 136.0
For hundreds of years the river has caused much
trouble. it carries large amount of silt down to the lower
part; as the slopeis reduced. the velocity decreases; silt
. is deposited,lessening channel capacitYiand during floods
it may break the levees and finds a new way to the sea,
causing great damages., The completion of levees together
with some diversion works in eighteenth century although
6
Table 2 .
Average. Annual Precipita.tion, Yung Ting Valley Stations
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Station Years of record Precipitation Average Annual
June to Aug. Precipitation
.% of total in.
Ta Tung 7 66 13.82
Hun Yuen 7 63 14.10
Yang Kao 5 65 .12.56
Tien Chen 3 74 15.12
Wei Hsien 6 67 16.61
Chang ChaKou 10 75 13.59
Huai Lai 6 79 15.43
San Chia Tien 9 83 29.23
Lu Kou Chiao 11 81 22.12
Chin Men Cha 9 87 23.62
Shuang Ying 9 79 19.82
has succeeded in protecting Peiping (former1y·the capital of
China) from floods,the whole problem is not yet solved. The
channel is ~ain silted up, its capacity is not great enough
even·for moderate floods; the damages caused by 1924 and 1929
floods were considerable; the silt carried to and deposited
at Rai Ho might amount to 8 million cu.yd. in 6 weeks, and
decreases the navigable depth.
For the complete control of the river the North
China River Commission has proposed the follo\ving projects
1. Kuan Ting and Tai Tsu Mu reservoirs for detension of
flood flow from "Upper Yung Ting".
\,
2. Reconstruction o~ Oiversion sluices at Lu Kou Chiao and
Chin Men eha.
3. Sand barriers in Yang Ho and Sang Chien Ho,
4. Desilting basins below Chin Men Cha.
5. Channel improvements.
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The Kuan Ting reservoir. The Kuan Ting reservoir is situated
just above the "Kuan Ting g.orge", its capacity at spillway le-
vel is 11.5 billion cu.ft.;with an average depth of about 25ft.
The drainage area controled is 17,500 sq.mi., more than 90% of
the Yung Ting water shed. The dam is 88.6 ft. high and is one
of concrete, gravity, overflow type, its crest elevation is
1,528.5 ft. above sea level, the maximum flood level is 9.84'
above spillway crest. The length of dam is 366.4 ft. on top,
and the length of spillway is 295.3 ft.
It will be built of 1:3:6 concrete mixed with stone
blocks, the surface finish will be. li2:.4 ·con6rete':"about~S.ft.
thick, other features may be seen from fig. ',2.
On the bottom of dam there will be three sluices
the upper part of each is a 19.7' semicircle:a.Iid the lower part
part is a 19.7'x4.9'·rectangle with rounded corners as shown
Dn which
in fig. 3,~the discharge curve is also shm~.
Fig. 4 is the topographic map of the reservoir, fig.
5 is the area and capacity curves.
If the reservoir is not used for other purpose, it
will be built as a detension basin; that is, there will be
no controls on the sluices and the spillway. The behavior
of the reservoir on floods may be seen from fig 6 a, b, c,
on which are shown the flood flow, outflow and storage
curves of the reservoir. The retarding effect on floods is
as follows:
Table 3
Effect of Kuan Ting Reservoir on Floods
Flood Max. Inflow Total Inflow N~x. Outflow 1~. Storage.
c.f.s. bill. cu.ft. c.f.s. bill. cu.ft.
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:Max.
1924
1929
282,000
201,000
141,000
105,900
70,600
42,400
17.22
81,900 11.10
42,400 6.21
39,200 3.78
37,000 2.35
34,200 1.22
30,700 .37
Total volume of dam is estimated to be about
67,000 cu.:>rd., construction cost v\Till be ~;440,000 (1,100',000
silver dollars, (~~i=2.5 silver dollars approx.); land and pro-
\
perty, $312,000; engineering contingency, and aruninistration
fee, $225,000; total cost will be $977,000; cost per million
cu.ft. of storage is $85.3.
The Tai TSll Mu Reservoir
Although the drainage'area of the portion between
Kuan Ting and San Chia Tien, the so-called Kuan Ting gorge,
tois only 550 sq.mi., dueAits hilly and impervious character J
the run-off is quite high; in the 1929 ~lood peak of 140,000.
c.f.s.,more than 100,000 c.f.s. came from this area, the Tai
Tsu Mu reservoir about 37 mi. dovmstream from Kuan Ting is -
designed mainly to control-; the flood .floVl from Kuan Ting
gorge, its capacity at level of spillway cres~ is 2.68 bill.
cu. ft. with an average depth of 64.6 ft. The dam is 158.5
ft. high" aiid is also of concrete, overflow: gravity type, its
crest is 984.3 ft. above sea level. The crest length of dam
is 620.1 ft. and length of spill~ay is 492 ft. There are
also three sluices on the bottom of dam the discharge curve
of which is also sho~~ in fig. 3.
Fig. 7 is the area and capacity curves of the re-
servoir and its behavior may be seen from fie. 8 a,b",c •. ' The
effect on floods is as folloV1S:
Table 4
Effect of Tai Tsu Mu Reservoir on Floods
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Flood Max. inflow -Ma.x. outflo,,"'! I',Ta.x. discharge at San Chia Tien
c.f.s. c.f.s. controled uncontroled
c.f.s. c.f.s.
Max. 152,000 106,100 131,000 3€0,000
1924 65,000 57,200 72,000 173,000
1929 ~; 109,100 51.400 79,000 136,000
Total volume of dam is about 209,400 cu. yd., ,total cost is
estimated to be $1,770,000 or $660 per million cu.ft. of
storage. The details of the reservoirs and other control
works may be seen from the report of the COMmission/1933. (6)
C. Value of Yung Ting Water Power.
According to the Report submitted to world power
conference sectional meeting 1933 by Chinese National Commit-
-iTlent
tee, the average inves~ per kw. capacity of electric utilities
is about $240; of which $132 is the cost of generating equip-
ment, $72 is: the cost of transmission and distribution, and $36
. -
represents the value of other tangible property. This is the
result through analyzing 402 electric power plants which have
about 50% of the total electric generating capacity in China.
(7) The details may be seen from the following table:
Table 5
Investment :pe~ kw. Capacity·'in'.Electric -, Utilities;, China
$1=2.5 silver dollars
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Class
I (10,001 kw. up)
II(lOOl-lOOOOkw)
III(lOl-1001 kw.)
IV(lOO kvl. dovrn )
Total
No. of Aggregate Investment Investment
pLants capacit~l per kw.
kvi •
13 391,025 ~97,148,000 $248
28 85,204 ~~15 ,863 ,000 ~186
9'5 23,021 $ 5,829,000 ~~253
266 7,350 e· 2,511,000 ~~342'It'
402 506,600 $240
No water power plant is included in the above analysis, a.s
as there are only a little more than two thousand hv. deve-
lopedi although China is said to be rich in water resouces.
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The cqparative higher per k~l. cost of class I plants is
due torthe fact that most of these plants are situated in
large cities and have higher distribution cost and more t
elabora.te equipments than tbat of class II plants. Other
features are tabulated as follows: (8)
Table 6
Distribution of Total Income in Electric Utilities, China
Class of Distribution of total income(%)
plants Fuel Wages and Repairs, main- Depreci-
sa1ar~es tenance etc. ation
I 25.0 14.0 17.3 . 9.3
II 31.5 16.8 18.0 11.1
III 27.0 20.5 25.6 10.0
Interest,
profit
34.4
Table 7
Operating Cost in Eletric Utilities, China
Class Load Capacity Fuel consumption Le.bor, main- Average
factor factor per kw. -hr. tenance price
lb. I per kVl ..br. per k\! ..hr.
I 47.5 25.2 2.60 0.57 2.00 3.52
II 35.4 24.0 4.34 1.11 3.40 4.64
III 27.0 22.1 5.40 7.52
F.or class I plants, a.verage cost of fuel = .5r;Ji per kvr-hr.
= 25% of total income
Labor, maintenance ana repair = 14+17.3=31.3 (%)
Cost of 1abo~maintenance,etc.per kw-~= .5?x~~~3=.721
For class II plants, e.verage cost of fuel= 1. IIi per kw-hr.
= 31.55; of total
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Labor, maintenance, repair,et~per kw-hr.= 1.1lx16~~~;8
= 1.231 per i~.'l-hr.
T~e electric enterprise in Peiping, the greatest
city in the vicinity of Kuan Ting reservoir, is also worthy'
of notice. ,There are two electric utility companies: The
Peiping Electric Light Company has a total capacity of tvten-
ty thousand kilowatts; of which three thousand Vlere installed
before 1912 in its old plant$; the new plant has a total ca.pa-
city of 17,000 bv. which consists of 1-2,000 kv,. generator in-
stalled in 1921, 1-5,000 ~~. installed in 1923 and l-lO,OOObv.
installed in 1928; thej.~ are driven b~r steam turbines. After
Nankil1..g VIas adopted as the new capital of China the eletric
market in Peiping ~apid1y declined, according to the report of
1931 (9) the annual output of 1930 is, 30,.9 million kVl-br.;
peak'load, 7,000·hv.; load factor, 50.4%; capacity factor, 20.5
.~
"«i~%; the coal cons~~ption is 6 lb. per bv-hr. max.,and 2.2 lb.
min. ~'1it1ian average of 3 lb. per kw-hr. The selling prices
are 8.8i per kvr-hr. for lighting and 3.2-4¢ per bv-hr. for
power; vmile the ordinary 'prices of class I plants are 7.2-81
per' kVI-br. for lighting and 1.6-3;2$Zf per bV'-hr. for povler.
The Peiping Electric Car Company has a total capa-
city of 3,000 kw., its power plant is situated at TU~ Hsien
. about 15 miles from Peiping an~ consists of 2-750 and 1-1,500
kw. steam turbine generators. Under 33,000 volts the power is
transmitted to Peiping for use on street cars; this company
also sells its power for ~ight and power purposes at Tung
Hsien;and by some contracts the Peiping Electric Light Co.
should bUy some amount of the su~plus power of this company
on condition that the later shall not sell it directly to
the consumers at Peiping. According to 1931 report the total
output in 1930 is 6,930,000 kw-hr. J capacity factor", 26.4%;
fuel cosumption, 3.46 lb. per kvf-hr.
Although the two plants run at very low capacity
factors the condition becomes better in recent fe"Y years, the
annual output of 1930 is 10% greater than that of 1929, alth-
ough no information concerning the present condition of these
~plants is at hand,it is believed that the increasing in dem~nd
is still going on.
To evaluate the water pOvver it v/ill be compared with
the power produced in steam plant under the following condi-
tions:
1. Th~ power produced in an alternate steam power plnnt ~
cosf
at the proposed water power site. From table 5 the totalftper
kw. investment of class II plant is $186, use the aver~e
value of 55% (7) as the cost of generating equipment, the cost
per kw. of a steam plant without distribution nnd transmission
facilities will be probably some what more than .55x186=$104;
for safety sake a value of $100 per by. is assumed.
The aver~e cost of fuel is 1.111 per bv-hr. for
class I~· plants, and .571 per 10N-br. for class'II plants, some
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of the most efficient class II plants has coal efficiency of
2.4 lb. or .56i per kW-hr., itmc:-.y be assumed that the fuel
cost of a new plant will be .501 per kw-hr.
The cost 'of labor, maintenance, repair etc. is 1.23
i per bv-hr. or $25.8 per kvl. per year for class II plants (
based on aver~e c. f. of 24%), and .721 per. kvf-hr. or $15.8
per bv. per year for class I plants; a new plant of 5,000-
10,000 b~. capacity will have a fixed operating cost of $20
per bv. per yeart assume 1/3 of this is the generating cost,
a plant with generating equipment only will have a fixed
operating cost of $20xt = $6.7 per kw. per year.
A new plant maY~·hbvef·a. l1±ghercc?-paci;ly':factor'and a value of .. '
• 7~ "is~assumed (this may be too large on the save side), hence
fixed cost at .7 c. f.= 22.7t(87EOx.7) = .371 per kw-hr.
cost of fuel = .50d " "
total cost per kw-hr. = .871
2. The power g€nerated by a new steam turbine generator.
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in the plant of Peiping Electric Light Company. Assume the
increment cost to be $80 per kw., then the cost of power vli11
be:
fixed charges = $80x.16 = $12.8 per kw. per year
fixed operating cost = dl. 6.7 " " " "~
total fixed cost = ~'lo 5 n " " "~iP oJ.
fixed cost per kw-br. = 19 .5+(8760x. 7) = .32¢
fuel cost
" " =
.50t
total cost
" " =
.82¢
The hyCIro-e1ectric plants will be probably located in the
Kuan Ting gorge about 10-70 miles·from this plant, assume a
transmission cost of .06¢ per bv-hr. which is highet enough
for such a distance. therefore,
cost of steam power per kvl-hr. = .82¢
cost of transmissiort: n If = .06i
value of water power " " = .761-
3. Assumef"the water \x~\a~ power plant is inst~lled to replace
the old 5,000 b1. unit in the plant of Peiping Electric Light
Company. The value of water power will be:
fixed charges less interest = ~80x.06 = $4.8 per bI. per year
fixed operating cost (assumed) = <!.!>8 0:,.,' . " " " "
total fixed cost less cost of money =$~2.0
fixed cost per lcrf-hr. at .4 c.f. = .371
cost of fuel per kvl-hr. (about 3.1 lb)=~
I.09¢
" " "
(assumed)
(9)
II
total cost per kvl-hr.
transmission cost per kw-hr.
value of water pO"~Ter per levy-hr.
= l.09¢'
= .06
= l.03¢'
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Based on these results. it will be assumed that the value of
Yung Ting water power is .75¢' per bv-hr. for primary and
.• 35¢ per kw-hr, for secondary povler.
D. The Combined Use of Kuan Ting Reservoir.
The silt problem. It may be seen that the cost of storage
of Kuan Ting reservoir is much less than that of Tai TSll Mu
and. that the capacity of the former can still be increased
by raising the crest of the proposed dam. The fact that
there are some very favorable power sites between Kuan Ting
and Tai TSll Mu also favors the combined use of Kuan Ting re-
servoir. There exist also some good power sites between Tai
Tau Mu and San Chia Tien, but seems to be no power possibi-
y
liti~~ on further dovlIlstream. The question of developing
water power is, nOVi, limited to the .operation of Kuan Ting
reservoir and the const~tiction of power plants in Kuan Ting
gorge. The excceedingly high silti~~ content of the river,
VJhi~h may be deposited and eliminat€~all the storage capa-
cith is worthy of notice. Through an extensive study on
this problem· the North China River Commission has found:
1. That the silt cont~nt of Yung Ting Ho varies widely with
its discharge; 10-20% by wt. is very common during floods,
the max. has reached 29% in Jul:'l 18, 1929; w'hile in extremely
low water the silt may amouunt to only few hundredth of one
per cent.
2. That there is no definite relation between silt content
and discharge quantity during floods, higher flood flow may
carry less silt than lower' ones; on the other hand the silt
content during lower st~e depends some what on the quantity
of discharge as shovm in the following table:
Table 8
Relation between Silt Content and Discharge, ¥upg Ting Ho
Discharge Silt content Silt conte.TIt Silt content
Kuan Ting San Chia Tien Lu·Kou Chiao
c.f.s. c .m. s. %by wt. %by wt. %bJr wt.
177 5 .25 .15 .07
353 10 .50 .30 '.18
530 15 " .80 .50 .40
706 20 1.10 .70 .60
1,060 30 1.70 1.10 .90
1,412 40 2.10 1.70 1.20
1,765 50 2.60 2.50 1.70
3. That from the discharge and silt content relations at .
various stations the average monthly mG2'rt;nl~ silt content is
estimated as shovln in table 9., the total yearly silt content
is about 907 million cu.ft. Also, according to the survey on
tI triangular basin" (see p. 4) in 1921 and 1927, "the" averrage
yearly silt deposit is about 884 million cu.ft.; with the
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addition of the silt carried by 1924 flood to Ta Tsing Ho and
also the fine silt carrd.ed through the "triangular basin" to
seaJthe average yearly silt content of the river is estimated
to lie between 986 and 1,240 million cu.ft.
Table 9
Monthly Silt Content, Yur.g" -Ting Ho
Month Silt content Total amount
%by wt. mill. cu. ft.
J • • • • • .35
F • • • • • .39
M .91 29.80
A .82 11.48
M .95 5.69
J 1.73 13.45
J 13.40 449.00
A 8.55 380.00
S .42 4.45
a .56 6.57
~J .40 ., 4:.e 7.7.
D .07 ,70
906.65
For flood control only, the Kuan Ting reservoir is
designee. as a retarding basin; in usual times it does not hold
water, the river will flow within the original channel and
" r
there will be no oppo~unity for silt deposition; the flood
flow is held but temporarily, only part of its silt content
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will be left in the reservoir. For storage or power purpose
the presence of sluggish water makes silting unavoidable, and
the whole reservoir will~e quickly filled if the total amount
of silt is allov:ed to settle. Fortunately more than 90% of
silt is contained in the flood flow of July andA~~.st, in
this period if the \'rater level of the reservoir is kept ver:r
low so tbat the river flows within its channel and the sluice,.
gates are properly controled, the silt deposit may be greatly
reduced. Thus the combined use. of Kuan Ting reservoir may be
attained in the following manner: raise the dam crest to -,.
level 1533 (4.11 ft. higher), the capacity of the reservoir '
will be increased to 13.56 bill. cu.ft.; during July and Aug.
the water level vlill be kept at or .below 1492., the reservoir
will act practically as a detension basin; the average yearly
deposit will, according to the Report of the Corrrmission, 30
lllillion cu.ft. In other times the reservoir is used mainly
for storage purpose and 100 per(cent deposition is assumed;
since nearly all silt of"Ytfg Ting H~ comes from the region
above Kuan Ting the values given:" in table 9 are used; the SUt1
. of.ten months (Sspt.-June)-~is· 77.7 million cu •.ft., the total
yea.rly silt deposit will be 107.7 million cu~ft. on the aver-
age.
In the Report,30% of reservoir capacity is allowed
for silt deposition,.original capacity of reservoir is 11.5
20
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bill. cu •. ft.; with 30% of silt its capacity is reduced to
11.5x.7 = 8.05 billion cu.ft.; capacity of reservoir when
raised to level 1533 is 13.46 bill. cu. ft., and the excess
capacity is 13.46-8.05 = 5.41 bill. cu. ft.; therefore the re-
servoir can be used 5.4lf.l077 = 50 years for combined purposeS.
The cost of increasing the height of dam 4.11 ft. is
estimated to be $92,000 (6). cost of sluice gates at $100 per
sq. ft. is $74,600;'with some contingency,the total cost of sto-
rage is roughly $180,000.
The regulation and utilization of flo·w'. The monthly discharges
at 'Kuan Ting 1925-1934 are sho\~m in table 10, since the reser~­
voir will be kept at elev. 1492 in July and August, the storage
capacity is limited to 795 million cu. ft. or 300 c.f.s. months.
In other times the reservoir wil~be use~ mainly for power and
the storage is only limited by its capacity. By this way the
-D~fe
depend,\part of-the regulated flow is found to be 440 c;f.s.
(:t!?bl~ 11).
\. _.: - -
The limit to which the disc~~rge of the river can be
.' be
utilized maYA estimated as follows: assume the increment cost of
water power to be $50 per hpe; annual fixed and operating cost,
l4%a·the yearly cost per hp. of increment capacity will be $7~Q;
assume value -of secondary power less transmission cost to" be
.351 per bv-hr., the yearly output per hp. should be not less
than 7.0f.0035 = 2,000 bV-hr.: with generator efficiency of 94%
the yearly output per hp. is .746x.94x8,760 =6,150 kw-~~., if
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the capacity factor is 100%; so that it will be economical if
the increment capacity has a c.f. of2,000~6,150= .325; that
1:
is, the flow available 32.5% of time can be utilized.
Since part of the the discharge data are prepared
from rating curves and there may be considerable error, also
the duration curve of, monthly discharge (fig. g) gives higher
availableflow than true daily condition; the wheel capacity of
the plants will be assruned to be 1,200 c.f.s. which is the
flow available 50% of·':.t:tme according to fig. 9. The dischar-
age from the area between Kuan Ting and the power plant is neg-
ligible compared with that from above Kuan Ting, a drainage-
area of 17,500 sq. mi.
never i
From Sept. to June, the riverAreaches a very high'
st~e, the max. occured on March, 1925 corresponding to a dis-
charge of 23,000 c.f.s. which is but one half of the discharge
capacity of the sluices with water level at spillway crest; it
th.at '
seernsAthe whole reservoir may be used for power in this period;
in fact, with storage limited to 795 million cu. ft. in JUly
and August and a wheel capacity of 1,200 c.f.s., a storage 'of
2,000 c.f.s. months or 5.26 bill. cu.ft. for power is found
to be ample; leaving l3.~6-5.26 = 8.30 bill. cu.ft. for flood.
Hence the reservoir may be operated according to the following
rule: in each month,~first the dependable flow of 440 c.f.s.
is maintained, the surplUS water will be stored; it seems suf-
ficient to have 1,500 c.f.s. months to furnish primaryr, power
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Table 10
MonthlyJflow in c.f.s. at Kuan Ting Station, 1925-1934
, drainage area? 17,500 sq. mi.
1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 .
J 826 2424 5800 883 706 2740 735 2510 1592 1080
F 826 5850 7310 1172., 706"2940 805 3408 2780 3020
M 1871 5110 8400 2180 1613 1620 1543· 2886 5015 3180
A 1553 15'36 1598 876 755 314 459 886 1635 2120
M 1012 1084 745 247 106 109 275 318 523 735
J 1828 2060 950 7060 26~ 307 304 752 3510 1433
J 2170 1640 1242 2038 4240 700 2490 3766 4040 6690
A 2630 1117 2296 1960 4200 332 1340 2390 3320 5520
S 2240 1190 1994 993 ' 675 460 1100 1808 1695 5150
a 1830 1151 1830 1778 644 414 706 1757 1585 5130
N 139.0 127 1580 1860 463 381 798 1507 894 3550
D 939 1080 1052 1453 713 339 706 992 823 2430
Note: The monthly discharges of 1925 are determined from the
hydro-graph fig. 45, Report of the Commission, except those of
Jan., Feb. and Dec. which are eetermined from the water level
and rating curves, 1925. Those of 1926-1928 are also deter-
mined from the corresponding water level curves"and rating
curve of 1925. 'From 1929-1931 the discharges are determined
from the hydrographs of these years; the data of Jan., Feb.
~nd~~ch are lacking, a value of 706 c.f.s. (the lowest mon-
. ' , I
thly discharge in winte~ 1925-1934) is assumed for Jan. and
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Feb., the discharge of March ?-re determined by comparing with
the records of San Chia Tien and Lu Kou Chiao. (Report fig. ~6)
. From 1932 to 1934 the discharges are determined from the water
level curves and rating curve of 1930.
Table 11
Regulated 'Jionth1y F1mv in c.f.s. at Kuan Ting Station
1925-1934
drain~e area = 17,500 sq. mi., storage in reservoir
for power = 5.26 bill. cu. ft. from Sept. to June,and
.795 bill. cu. ft. in-July and August.
1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934
J .826 2163 5300 1200 1200 1775 440 2010 1384 1080
F 826 5850-7310 1200 712 2940 440 3408 2780 2520
rJT 1371 5110 8400 1687 1200 1620 729 2886 5015 3180
A 1553 1536 1598 1200 1200 '1200 859 1200 1635 2120
P 1512 1584 1245 1200 874 523 675 1200 1200 1235.~
J 3028 3260 2150 7483 668 707 704 1256 4533 2633
J 2170 1640 1242 2038 4240 700 2490 3766 4040 -6690
A 2630 1117 2296 1960 4200 440 1340 2390 3320 5520
S 1040 440 79/l' 440 440 440 440 608 -~495 3450
0 1330 701 1330 1131 440 440 440 1257 1200 -5130
II 1390 440 1580 1360 440 440 524 1507 1200 3550
D 1200 767 1200 1453 440 440 706 1200 902 2430
25
, storage{this is designated as "primary di&ob~8a") in the following
. caprobable dry months; as the storge capacity is. limited to 300
. A
c.f.s. months (795 mill. cu. ft.) from the end of June to end
of August, the "primary storage" at the end of May will be 700
c.f.s.-monthsjand 1,100 c.f.s.-months at tlle end of April.
After the irprimary storage'has been·provided., the surplus
water will be used for development of power until the wheel
capacity 1,200 c.f.s. fs attained; if there is still some wa-
ter left, it will be stored in the'reservoir vlith a limit of
200 c.f.s.-months(5.26 bill. cu. ft.). The monthl~r plant and
total (plant ... waste)- discharges' are tl~us computedand tabulated
as shown in table 11, the duration curve of. the regulated flow
is also shown in fig. 9,
= 1f+2Hh
66
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"II. The Economy of Yung~,'Ting Power Development----Preliminary
Investigation.
Nomenclature
h = height of crest of spillway, in ft.
H = max. flood level above crest of spillway, in ft.
n = height of flashboardsor control gates on crest of spillway.
h..1i will be the available head of the dam.
Ys = volume of dam in cu,' yd. per ft. of spillway
(Barrows, p. 307).
YA=volume in cu. yd. per :ft. of the abut~ment sec'tion = (h+H) 2
, 2 . 66
the volume per ft. of dam will be (htn) for an available
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head of h+h, if there is no spillway for flood flow."
L = equivalent length of dam = total volume + max. cross-
section, and lies between the crest length of dam and the
channel width.
c/= cost in dol+ars per·sq. f~. of flashboard.
~= cost in dollars per' sq. ft. of gate.
c,= cost in dollars per cu. yd. of cyclopean concrete.
~ = dischaxge per f~. 6f,spillway = 3. 94HI.
V'= velocity in ft. per sec. = .85J2gh for flow through sl~ice.
e~= efficiency of turbine or generator.
Fig. 10 is a topographic map of Yung Ting Ho between
Kuan Ting and San Chia Tien, the profile and' 'cross~sections
are ShOVlIl in fig. 11 and fig. 12 respectively. As the channel
is narro'w, varying from 200 ft. to 500 ft.; and ~s. the flood
flow is comparatively high; when dams are built across the
river,the method of disposi~ flood is wortby of notice. This
maybe (1) spillway with temporary. flashboards, (2) spillway
with stanchion flashboards or crest gates, (3) sluice gates,
(4) diversion channel or (5) tunnel or siphon spillway.
The spillway with temporary flashboards. Suppose
the height of temporary flashboards is limited, to 5 ft.· (~);
3
q = max. discharge in c.f.s. per ft. of dam = 3.94H~ therefore
cost per c.f.s. flQpd discharge is' O.2l2h{Hi5)1L~Ubstituting
3.94H2
with various values of hand H, the per-c.f.s. costs are ob-
tained as shown in table 12.
It might be considered from the above formula that
the cost per c.f.s. decreases with the increase of H and the
use of higher II will be more economical; in fact, as H in-
creases the volume of'the abutl'jment section (h~~)2f'Orthe same
27
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availa.b1e head h + 5 also increases, this will counterbalance :.
the saving in the spillw~ section. H is usually governed by
the qua.ntity of flood and the width of channel, and this tabl-e
can be used only for comparison with other methods.
Table 12'
Additional'Costof Dam and Control Works per ·c.f.s. of Flood
Discha.rge-----Spillw~ywith Temporary Flashboards,
h' = 5
Avnilable head h + h' 40 60 80 100 120
H= 10, q ;: 124.5 $.397 .566 .739 .910 1.070
H= 15, q = 228.3 $.370 .565 .750 .935 1.130
11 = 20, q = 351.0 $.363 .532 .715 .896 1.076
H = 25, q =492.5 $.326 .500 .671 .845 1.020
H = 30, q = 646.0 $.306 .470 .635 .800 .965
The spillway with stanchion flasbboards or crest gates
Limiting the height of stanchion flashboards to 10 ft. and
that of crest gates to 20 ft. Assume ,cost of stanchion-flash-
boards= $5 per sq. ft. ·and crest gates ='$17.5 per sq. ft. in-
cluding control works, the per c.f.s. costs with various h, h'
and H are calculated and tabulated as sho\tV!l in Table 13.
Available head = h + h'
h 2 +2p]{Volume of dam = in cu. yd. per ft.66
Volume of corresponding abut~ment = (h~ti') 2 in cu. yd. per ft.
=
h~+2.,h}r (h+h,)2Increasing or decreasing in volume 66. - f,E
= 2hH_2hh' _112
66
""*-.
" .
. ......
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I 'Cost of flashboards or crest gates = en per ft. of dam,
t 1 t f fl d d · 1 = C~/+ 2N~-2hh~H2J.·n do1lars/r't.To ~ cos or. 00 . J.sposa H cC---6~6~---
tq = max". discharge per ft. = 3. 94H, in c.f. s.
Cost per c.f.s. = (c~ + cc2hH~~hli-~2) + 3.94Hi
Table 13
Additional Cost of Dam and Control Works per c.f.s. of
Flood Discharge----- Spillwa~r with Stanchion Flash-
boards or Crest Gates
Available head 40 60 80 100 120 Remarks
h + 11; ft.
H = 10 = hi $0.316 0.,316 0.316 0.316 0.316 Stanchions
q = 124.5
H = 15, r{= 10 0.312 0.400 0.497 0.629 0.680 Stanchions
q = 228.3
,
H = 15, h = 15 1.046 1.046 1.046 1.046 1.046 Crest gates
CJ = 228.3
H'''- 20, 1f= 20 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 Crest gates-,._-
q = 351
II = 25, 11 = 20 0.668 0.710 0.753 0.796 0.839 Crest gates
q = 492.5
II = 30, h· = 20 0.540 0.606 0.672 0.737 0.804 Crest ge..tes
q = 646
Sluice. For simplicity, assunle cost of sluice
gates and controls ~ $100 per sq. ft. of sluice and does not
var~y with head; since V, the velocity of water floVling through
sluic~, = C.85.j2gh; this will also E'qual to q, discharge per
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sq. ft. of sluice, where h is the head acting on the sluice and
is approximately -equal to the height of dam; then the cost
per c.f.s: will be equal to iOO/0.85~2gh ; substituting vrith
various values of h the results are babulated as follows:
Table 14
Cost per c.f.s. of flood discharge --- Sluice gates and controls
Head(h~ ft.
Cost per c.f.s.
60
$1.88
80
1.63
100
1.45
120
1.33
The use of flood diversion channel seems not p~acti­
cable on this portion of the river, the siphons are sUbject
to clogging nndalso might not be economical, they are left
out of consideration.
It may seen from tables 12 - 14 that the cost per
c.f.s. is highest when sluices are used,although the assumed
unit cost of $100 per sq. ft. may be too high for gates undev
60 ft. head or less, so that the spillway will. be the only
route of f10Qd flow; which·varies from 83,000 c.f.s. at Kuan
Ting to 152,000 c.f.s. at Tai Tsu ~fu and from 106,000 c.f.s.,
the outflow of Tai Tsu Mu reservoir to 131,000 c.f.s. at San
Chis Tien, the available length of spillw-ay which is limited
by the width of channel will~from 200 ft. to 400 ft. ; there-
fore H, the height of max. flood ovev spill-way crest will
be about 20 - 25 ~t.Jjand the use of crest gates to increase
the available head is economical. only when the dam is higher
than 100 ft •• These results are, however, obtained from very
rough estimations and approximations, and can be used only as
a general guidance.
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Cost of Dam In order to estimate the cost of dam, assume
they will be of concrete overflow gravity type, the volume per
h~-f2hHft. of Ck~ is Ys '= -E6 ' suppose the depth of founda~ion
in 30 ft. which is the general condition on this section of
Yung Ting Ro,and as the base width of' dam is approximately
O.7(H+h), (lot the total voltune of dam in cu. yd. ~ ~. is
h 2 +2b}I 21 (h+H)
equal to L( 66 .... 66 ~ ) where L is the "ec;uivalent
length of dam" (see .page 25). The available head is h and the
undeveloped wa.ter power will be Qwhe Qhx62. 5x8. 8 = Qh
.' . 550 550 10'
hence cost of concrete in dam per hp. is equal to
10Le (h2 +2"f1J1 + 21(h+H))) .
Q 66 27
vlhen c =;~cost of concrete per cu. yd~ = $7
Q = available flow of the river. = 1,200 c.f.s.
assume H = 20 ft.,
substituting and simplifying, cost of concrete in dam per hp.
= 79~oL(h2+91.~h + 1,028) .• substituting with various vEtlues
of Land h, the results are obtained as sho'wn in i'able 15.
Aga.in, neglect the foct that L increases somevlh8.t ui th h, and
differentiate
d ( 7L )h2 + 9l.4h+ 1,028 =0
ern 7920 h
if L = constant,
h 2 _ 1028 = °
so that h = 32.1 ft. vthich is the most economical h for the
Ta.ble 15
Cost of concrete in dollors per hp.
---
concrete overflow
gravity dams v:ith Q = 1,200 c.f.s.
li 40' .60' 80' 100' 120'
L = 200' 27.8 29.8 32.6 35.6 38.8
L = 300' 41.7 44.7 48.9 53.4 58.2
L = 400' 55.6 59.6 65.2 71.2 77.6
L = 500' 69.5 74.5 81.5 89.0 97.0
concrete used in dam per hp. Since the eost of cofferdam, ex-
is
cavation etc.l\but little effected end the cost of power house
and equipment de~reases with the increase of h, while the
]and and propert:y flooded are greater fora single high tlam
than two separate dams with the smne to~~l height; the most
economical height of dam, as a whole, ~Nill be 40-50 ft.-, if
"
conditions such as foundati~n, equivalent.length of dam atc.
are the same tbroughtout this portion of Yung Ting Ho; as a
matter of f2ct J this is far from being frue. Refering to ~able
15, it may be seen that the eost per hp. is increased only
10 %when h is raised 20 ft., while the equiv2lent le!l[fth of
dam has much greater influence; the cost per hp. for ['~ dam 120
ft. high wi th L = 200 ~ , is less than that of a 40' -dam vIith
L= 300'.
The limiting height of dam. The limiting height of dam, also,
may be roughly determined; the totel cost.': of concre-te.' in
32
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dollars is ecual to 1..-(h2 +91.4.h+l028), the increment cost per66
ft. of'h is equal to .£.(1..) (h2 +9l.4h+l,028) = ~L(2h+91.4~,dh 66 66
as hp. = Qhwe/ 550 = 120h, the increment cost per hp. is, there-
fore,. equal to -Z-L(2h+91.4) , substituting v.ri th various values7920 ~
of Land H, the results are tabula.ted as ShO\\ffi in Table 16:
Table 16
IncreJll'lent cost of concrete per hp. --- concrete overflow
gravity dams
h 40 60 80 100 120 140
L=200' $30.4 37.4 44.5 51.5 58.6 65.6
L=300' 45.5 56.0 66.6 77.2 87.9 98.5
L~400' 60.8 74.8 89.0 103.0 117.2 131..2
L=500' 75.9 93.4 111.1 128.7· 146.5 164.1
Fro~ the monthly flow duration curves the average available
flow is 1,010 c.f.s. and the capacity factor of the power plant
will be 1,010' 1,200 = .85, for safety sake a value of .7
is assruned and the 8.nnual output per hp. with generator eff.
= .94, will be .7 x 8,760 x .746 x .94 = 4,310 b'l-hr.; of which
about 50 %w~ll beprilIJ,ary,; asswne a value of .75 I- per kw-hr.
for prim~ power and .35 -I- for secondary, the annual income
will be .0055 x 4,310 = $23.8; capitalized at 14 %,this becomes
$170, which is the limit to the investment per hp.; leaving
$40 per hp. for ~he cost of power house and equipment, the cost
of dam and wateM1ay will be limited to $130; as the cost of
concrete is around 80-90 %of the 'increment cost of dam, the'
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increment cost of concrete' is therefore limited to $110-130,
and therefore the height of dam is limited to 100-160 ft•. C'.
according to the conditio~s of site. This, also, ,may be seen
from the other point of view, along the section from Kuan Ting
to San Chia Tien a dam site with L less than 200 ft. is very
rare and sites with L,= 400-500 ft. are easily found, if a dam
is carried to the height, say, above 180 ft., the cost of con-
crete for IS8t 40 ft. (140-180) will be more than ~70 per hp. ;
a 40 ft. dam'with L = 400-500 ft. h~s a cost Rrounc '60 per hp.,
so'th.1.t the build.ing of two separate dalJ1s ~n"ill be more econo-
mical. this also limits the height of dam to 140-160 ft.
Waterway. By the same wOJ' the limitation to the construction
of water~lay may be determined also. It has been found that
,the economic size of reinforced concrete penstock is 12 ft.
diti.. (p. 5.f) ,the cost per ft. is about $29; vlith the ~c1dition
of the cost of excavation, anchorages, surge tan~ etc., the
cost will be roughly $40 per ft. or ~40,000 per thous2nd ft.;
to compare with the cost of dam at $60-80 per hp. or 07,200-
9,600 per ft. of head (for Q=1,200) , and because of the fact
that cost of power housc and equipment is lower under higher
headjthe use of'reinforced concrete pipe is justifiable when
the head gained per thousand ft. of pipe is more than 3-4 ft.
The economic size of concrete lined rock tunnel is cbout 100
sq.ft.(about $70/ft.), and that of steel pipe is around 10 ft.
diameter, they are also limited by the cost of ~12,OOO for
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1 ft. gain of head.
It may be seen from the topographic conditions and
economic considerations that a number of plants are required
to develope all the water power resources between Kuan Ti~
and San Chia Tien. -the dams will be gene~ally 40r_60~ high, and
on very good sites they may be carried to 100' or more, other
factors such as theponstruction of penstock and tunnel also
have some ef~ect on the height and location of dams. Only'dams
of concrete overflow gravity type have been considered, other
types such as hihllow, arch and earth are left to further in-
vestigation. On a divided-fall plant the cost of waterway
. .
shallrot exceed.$12,000 for 1 ft. of head gained by its cons-
truction. To dispose the. flood flow the use of sluice is not
economical, for dams highe~ than 100 ft. crest gates may be
used, and for low dams a spillway'with temporary flashboards
would be more economical. The cost of dam c..nd waterway will
be $50.100, with the addition of the cost of power house and
equipment, the total cost per hp. will be $100-150.
III. Cost and Value of Yung Ting Power Development.
A. The Power System.
With the forgoing considerations in view it seems
that th~ water power 'development in Kuan Ting gorge may be
arranged as shm~ in table 17, the positions of these plants
may be seen from figs 10, 13 and 14.
Table· 17
Power Plants---Kuan Ting qorge Develppment
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Plant No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Location An Chia Near Lao Chu Wo, Near Ho Near Lung Near· San :
of dam Hsuan, "Hu .Chia, (1m) Nan Ta~, Chia Tsun Chia Tien(CC) (EE) (KK)
Location Near Yen Near Tung
of P.H.
" Ho Chen, " Ping w~ " If
•
(FF) Tsun,'(MM '.
70 'Ht. of clam: 42 100' 60' -';.' ':.7.0 ~': ~ 60'
Ht. of flash- 5' 20' 5'- 5' 5 '
boards or
crest gates
Length of
water\vuy
Normal head
VTater e lev.
Normal'tail
water elev.
Normal eff.
head, ft.
Plant capa-
city, hp.
1420
~. _ t. {.. ._ • ,_ .:
1375
45
54eo
:~ooo' .,~·3QOOQ:
l3~1 1129 798 533 403
,1158 1066 571 470 330
15~ 63 187 63 73
18a60 7560 22440 7560 8760
iveAn alternate; plan for plants No.1., 2 and 3 may becseen:·f.rom
table 17a.
Table 17a
Alternative Plan---Kuan Ting Gorge Development.
Plant No. la 2a 3a
Location of dam About 12,000 ft.
dovmstream of
Yu Chou, (DD)
Near Lao Hu
Chia, same
as No. 2
About 5,000 ft.
upstream of Chu
Vlo, (HH)
Location of P.H.
Hi. of dam, ft·.
lIt. of flash;.,
boards .or . crest
gates, ft.
Hormal head
water elev.
1Torma1 tail
water elev.
Normal eff.
head, ft.
Plant capa-
city, hp.
"
100
20
1414
1296
118
14160
"
60
5
1268
~. -.
1205
63
7560
"
80
5
1169
1086
83
9960
Out of the total drop 1,100 ft. from Kuan Ting to San Chia
Tien; about 140 ft. are used for·detension of flood in Tai Tsu
Mu reservoir; 584 ft. are effective (based on table 17) for
the development of power, which amounts to 67,920 hp. with Q =
1200 c.f.s.; the rest are reserved for back water and friction
loss in the waterway. The topographic condition between Tung
Ping Wang Tsun and San Chia Tien is not known, and two concen-
trated-fa11s are assumed temporarily. As a closer approxima-
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tion, the general arrangement of No. 2 plant and that of No. 3
are assumed a.nd the:7c06t:~ estimated.
B. Cost and Value of Plant No.2.
Plant No. 2 is a divided-fall, its general arrange-
,ment may be seen from figs. 15, 16 and 17. The dam is 100 ft.
high and located 700 ft. doWnstream from Lao Hu Chia. It is
one of concrete overflow gravity type, its length at spillway
crest is 362 ft., and its rength at river bed is 205 ft. The
spillway crest will be at elevation 1303, with 12 taintor
gates 20' x 20' each, operated by two 25-ton traveling hoist~
The two intake gates are of Stoney type with 7' x 12' openings,
and are operated by a 8-ton traveling hoist. The waterway
consists of 340' reinforce concrete pipes of 12' diameter,
. '4000' concrete lined rock tunnel with 100 sq. ft. '''later area,
320' a::tee1 pipes of 12' diameter: and 3-300' steel branch
pipes of 8 ft. diameter; The surge tank is 32.ft. diameter,
75 ft. high and is located~a short distance beyond the dov~­
stream end of tumnel.
The power house is located about 3000' dmvnstream
of Yen Ho Cheng, it is designed as one of single floor type,
90 ft. long and 50' vTide. On the main floor are three units
of vertical Franeis turbine with 5750 kva. generator and
direct co~~ected exciters operati~ at 300 R.P.M. Each turgine
has a capacity of 6600hp. under 153' head with specific speed N~'
45.2. The distance center line to centerlline of units is 22ft.
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The. auxiliary bay consists of two stories, on the first floor
are the bus compartment, auxiliary trc~nsformers, machine shop
and stF~e room. Th~ switch board"switches, battery room and
the office' are on the second floor, which is 14' above the
first. The high tension yard V'lill be located outside the power
house. The eost of the plant are estimated to be:
Dam
Intake and waterway
Power house
Equipment
Tatal
$850,000
$400,000
$158,000
$515,000
$1923,000
adding 20 %, of which 15 %is t~~ allowed for engineering con-
tingency and 5% for interest during construction, tIJis becomes
cost + contingency and interest = $2,310,000 e> $117 pe~p.
cost of stDrage = 180,000 ~. $ 9 per hp.
total = 2,490,000 <a> $126 per hp.
TIle annual cost of this plant will bejfixed chang~s
1. Interest = 10%
2. Depreeiation and taxes = 2.5 %
total annual fixed charges will be 2,490,000 x 12.5
= $ 312,000
Operating cost
wages ano. salaries
maintainance and repair
$ 14,000
$ 4,000
$ 18,000
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Total annual fixed and operating cost = $ ·330,000
Annual output
assume capacity factor = .7-" (see page 33 )
efficiency of generator= .94 '
annual out-put = 19,800 x·'.7 x .94 x 8760
cost per kW-hr
= 8 ~t;409 ; 000 kVl;.::br.
= 330,000.f 8~~400,000
= $ .00386' or .386 i .
assume value of power
total annual income
annual profit
= • 55' Ii per kvV'-hr.
= .0055 'x 85,400,000 .-.
= $ 470,000
= 470,000
-
330,000
= $ 140,000
capitalized at 10 %
140,000 + .10 "= ~ ~400,000,which represent the
value of power site. -
Effect of storage
Without stDT~e, the dependable flow is. 107 c.f.s.
average available flow = 840 c.f.s. (assumed)
The power output is about 1/8 primary and 7/8 secondary;
and value of power will be .35 x 7/8 f .75 x 1/8
= .40 Ii per kw.-hr.
=
~~ 289,000v
= 18,000
r.~, 307,000tiPTatal
To~al investment without cost of storage = $ 2,310,000
fixed charges 12,5 %
operating cost
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total annual' .output = 85,400,000 kw.-hr.
cost = .360 t per kvl.
Total annual 'income at .4~00 t per b~.-hr.
= $,342,000
annual profit = 342,000 - 307·,000 = 35,000
This, capitalized at 10 %= 35 ,OOO,,~ .10 = ~4 350,000 value of site
, I
Value of site vrith storage = $ 1400,000
Value of site without. It = 350,000
Value of storage --~
Cost of' storage
ITet valu:e of storage for .s- .'.
plant' 2. = $
1050,000
180,000
-.
870,000
C. Cost and value of plant-No.3
Plant. IJo~ 3 isa concentrated fall, and is located
at Chu-~o. The general arr~ement is 'sho~~ in Fig~. 18 and ,19.
The dam is one of concrete gravity t~pe, its length at crest
of spillway is about 500 ft. The max. flood elev. is 1146
which is 20' above spillway crest, the flashboard ,is 5' high
and th~ normal water elevation is 1129. The length of spill-
way js 350 ft. with H = 20 ft., the dischsrge capacity is
123,000 c.t.s. The power house is loca.ted on the left of spill-
way J it is designed also as a single floor type. Oh:, the main
floor are the three units which are vertical Francis turbines
with 2250 kve. generators. and direct connected exciters.
The normal speed is 240; s", head, 63 ft. J and the specific
speed, "Ns ' of turbines is 69.7. The distance center line to
center line of units is assumed as 23.0 ft., and the crane
capacity is 40 tons. The auxiliary bay will be in consistent
v:ith the general shape of abut¢ment section: the first compart-
ment consists of two stories, on t~.e first stor~r are the bus
compartment, \~ auxiliary transformers and the achine shop.
The switchboar~ switches and offices are on the second story,
from which a stai~vay leads to the entrance to second compart-
ment. On the latter are the battery room, the storage room,
and also the stairV!~y to :intake floor. The high tension yard
is on the outside of power house. The cost of plant 3 is esti-
mated to be ( see page 67)
Dam ( inCluding power house superstructure)
C 695,000
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Power house supe~structure
Equipment @ $ 32 per hp.
Total
43,400
255,600
$ 994,000
adding 20 %, of whic~ 15 %is allowed for engineering conting-
ency and 5 %for interest during construction.
cost + contingenc~r anq interest = $ 1,193,000 a $150 per hp.
cost of storage = $180,000 a ~~22.6 per hp.
Total cost = $ 1,373,000 ® $ 172 per hp.
The annual cost of this. plant will be:fixed charges 12.5 %
1,373,000 x .125 = 172,000
operating cost
wages and salaries
maintenance and repairs
total annual cost =
~..nnual output
assume capacity factor
efficiency of generator
annual. output
43
= 10,000'
.- 3,000
$185,000
= .94
= 7980 x .746 x .7 x .94 x 8760
= 34,400,000~v.-hr.
cost per k\v. -hr. = 185,000 . 34,400,000-.
= •00537 or • 537 1-•
assume the value of power = .551 per kvl. -hr.
Total annual income = .0055 x 34,400,000 =t189,000
and the annuai profit will be 189,000 - 185,000
=&'4000ctil I.
This capitalixed at 10 %
4,000 + .10 = 40,000 which represents the value
of power site.
D. Conclusion and suggestions
With the valne of .power at .55t per kW.-br. the
development of power in Kuan Ting Gorge is found to be economi-
cal; the cost of ~ower at plant No. 2 is estimated to be .3861
per bv.-hr. and that of plant No. 3 is .537t ; for other plants
the cost will not deviate very much from these limits.
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The total available head on the section between
Kuan..Ting and Snn··Chia Tien" is about 600 ft. allowing 130-140ft.
for detension of flood in Tai Tsu Mu reservoirJ with Q = 1,200
be
c.f.s. the total power will be 72,000 hp. which willAdivided
among about 6 plants, the cost per hp. will vary from $100 to
150.
The. capacity of Kuan Ting reservoir used for power
development is 5.26 bill. cu. ft. or 2000 c.f.s. months fro~
Sept. to June and .795 bill. cu. ft. or 300 c.f.s. months in
July and August; the additional expense is but $180,000 when
combined with the proposed Kua~Ting reservoir. If the reservoir
is used only for power, with 5.26 bill. cu.ft·~ .. storage capacity
the' dam will be 73 ft. high and the total cost will be $70QOOO
to $800000 including cost of outle~works. The maximum flood
will be 280,000 ~ 360,000 c~f.s.; that 'is,it will be 200,000
c.f.s. higher, if not controlled by the reservoir. As may be
,seen from tables 12 and 13, the handling of flood costs more
than $ .3 per' c.f.s.,· the construction of each dam will cost
$60,000 mnre. Take the caS.e of plant No.2, the va.lue of site
or, annual profit capitalized at 10 %is.$ 1,400,000. While
the cost of Kuan Ting reservoir for flood ond power is only
$1,150~OOO, thus the profit from power development will carry
the expense of flood control more than enough. If thevvhole
power eystemcon·':b-e':".develope.9- very quickly, it is econoijlical
to provide some flood surcharge on each dam so that Tai Tsu
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Mu detension reservoir may be omitted,but this is not practicable
as therec is no market for such amount of povler at present.
Without the stor~e in Kuan Ting reservoir the min.
monthly flow in 107 c.f.s. and the power output 'will be mostly
of secondary nature and its value will be reduced to .4t per
kw. -br;, in this ca.se some very favorable po'wer site such as
plant No.2 can still be 'develo.ped with profit.
The cost of power has been estimated very roughly
b~t safe~, there may be considerable savings; very high unit
pricescof material and labor have been assumed, the interest
rate is also high. the dams are 811 of concrete gravity type,
Other types especial~ arch and hollow dams nay be found' more
economical. Rock tunnel are assuined as the water way of plant
No. 2, while cheaper penstocks may be adopted if topographic
conddtions favor their use. The depth of foundation is assumed
be
to'I\30 ft. in all cases, on very favorable sites this may'be
"-
much less and the cost of dam will~be lower than that assumed.
The discharge betvve-en Kuan Ting and San Chia TiErn has be negle~:t­
ed, this may be considerable ,When the plant is locsted far
dovlnstr~am of reservoir, and hence higher capacity units 'can
be used with low increment cost.
All the silt content.Sept. to June is assumed to
be deposited don the reservoir and the deposition of 4 %by
weight of flood storage is assumed for J uly ~nd August. The
correctnes~" of these assumptions should be determined by further
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experimental wonks.
According to the present condition of electric enter-
prise in Peiping, it is considered that. a 4,000 6,000 k\v.
hydro-plant may be built with profit presently or in the near
future, more detailed ana~sis of th~ower demand and operating
condition a~~, of course, necessary. As the first plant· can be
loca.ted on the best site I the cost per hp'; will be around $120
inclUding cost of storage and the cost of'power will be less
. than .4i per k\1.-br.
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Use of Hydrograph
:dep'endable flow = 440 c.f.s.
"primar;,r storage = 1,500 c.f.s. months, Sept. to March
= 1,100c.f.s. months, at the end of April
= 700 c.f.s. months at the end of May
= 300 c.f.s. months at the end of June
= 300 c.f.s. months in JUly and August
maximum storage = 2,000 c.f.s. months Sept. to end of Anril...
= 1,500 c.f.s. months at the end of ~~Iay
= 300 c.f.s. end of June to end of August
Month Natural P1e:nt Storage Waste Total Total
flow flow storage outflow
1925 J 826 826 0 0 1500 826
F 826 826 0 0 1500 826
M ·1871 1200 500 171 2000 1371
A 1553 1200 0 353 2000 1553
M 1012 1200 -500 312 1500 1512
J 1828 1200 -1200 1828 300 3028
J 2170 1200 0 970 . 300 2170
A 2630 1200 0 1430 300 2630
S 2240 1040 1200 0 1500 1Q40
0 1830 1200 500 130 2000 1330
N 1390 1200 0 190 2000 1390
D 939 1200 -261 0 1739 1200
1·926 J 2424 1200 261 963 2000 2163
F 5850 1200 O. 4650 2000 5850
M 5110 1200 0 3910 2000 5110
A 1536 1200 0 336 2000 1536
M 1084 1200 -500 384 1500 1584
'"J 2060 1200 -1200 2060 300 3260
J 1640 1200 0 440 300 1640
A 1117 1117 0 0 300 111~' .
S 1190 440 750 0 1050 440
0 1151 701 450 0 1500 701
N 127 440 -313 0 1187 440
D 1180 767 313 0 1500 767
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Month Natura1Jc Plant Storage Waste
flow _"flow
1927 J
F:> '
M
A
M
,Sf
J
A
s·
o
N
D
5800
733.0
84b~O',
1598
745
950
1242:
2296
1994
1830
1580
1052
~~~'i~o'
1200
1200
1200
-1200 '
1200
+2°9
1200
794
1200
1200
1200
500::_·,
o
o
o
-500
-1200
o
o
1200
500
o
---148
4100
6110
7200
398
45
959 .
42
1096
o
130
380
o
"Total Total
storage outflow
" '''". ._•.,."';;:.5.,';
200C" . ~'~;5300
-"1. .
2000 7310
2000 8400
2000 1598
1500 1245
300 2150
300 1242
300 229.6.
1500 794
2000 1330
2000 1580
1852 1200
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1928 J 883
F 1172
M ,·,2180
A 876
M ";247
J" -?J1P60
J :::~P38
A /~ 1960
S " 993
o 1778
N 1860
D 1453
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
:1" 1200
440
1131
1200
1200
-317
-28
493
.-324
" -953
.·.~423
J .. r "'.: ~~.
,;;.0
o
..553
647
500
o
o 1535
o 1507
487 2000
o 1576
o 723
~: ~, ~:. ~ .
6283 "':"300:
,; ~~ ~~Jr~(: :>. ~ ""'~ :." •. "
838 .. ':'300
.~,i~~) ,:}~,:~
o 1500
160 2000
253 2000
1200
1200
1687
1200
1200
7483
2038
1980
440
'1131
1360
1453
· .~:\ ":':~.>-
.,~ ,\.....
Month Natural Plant Storage Waste Total Total
flow flow storage outflow
1929 J 705 1200 -494 0 1505 1200
F 706 712 -5 0 1500 712
M 1613 1200 413 0 1913 1200
A 753 1200 -445 0 1468 1200
M 106 874 -768 0 700 874
J 268 668 -400 0 300 668
J 4240 1200 0 3040 300 4240
A 4200 1200 0 3000 300 4200
S 675 440 235 0 535 440
0 644 440 204 0 739 440
N 463 440 23 0 762 440
D 713 440 273 0 1035 440
1930 J 2740 1200 965 575 2000 1775
F 2940 1200 0 1740 2000 2940
M 1620 1200 0 420 2000 1620
A 314 ·1200 -886 0 i1l4 1200
M 109 523 -414 0 700C, :~)523
J 307 707 -400 0 300 707
J 700 700 0 0 300 700
A 332 440 -108 0 192 440
S 460 440 20 0 212 440
'0 414 440 -26 0 186 440
N 381 440 -59 0 127 440
D 339 440 -101 0 26 440
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Month Natural Plant storage waste Total Total
flow flow storage outflow
1931 J 735 440 295 0 321 440
F 805 440 365 0 686 440
'M. 1543 729 814 0 1500 729
A 459 859 -400 0 1100 859
M 275 675 -400 0 ' 700 675
J 304 704 -400 0 300 704
J 2490 1200 0 1290 300 2490
A 1340 1200 0 140 300 1340
S 1100 440 660 0 960 440
0 706 440 266 0 1226 440
N 798 524 274 0 1500 524
D 706 706 0 '0 1500 706
1932 J 2510 1200 500 810 2000 2010
F 3408 1200 0 2208 2000 3408
M 2886 1200 0 1686 2000 2886
A 886 1200 -314 0 1686 1200
M 318 1200 -882 0 e04 1200
"
J 752 1200 -504 56 300 1256
J 3766 1200 0 2566 300 3766
A 2390 1200 0 1190 300 2390 .
S 1808 608 1200 0 1500 608
0 1757 1200 500 57 2000 1257
N 1507 1200 0 307 2000 1507
D 992 1200 -208 0 1792 1200
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Month Natural Plant Storage Waste Total Total
flow flow storage outflow
1933 J 1592 1200 208 184 2000 1384
F 2780 1200 0 1580 2000 2780
M 5015 1200 0 3815 2000 5015
A 1635 1200 0 435 2000 1635
M 523 1200 ...677 0 1323 1200
J 3510 1200 -1023 3333 300. 4533
J 4040 1200 0 2840 300 4040
A 3320 . 1200 0 2120 300 3320
S 1695 495 1200 0 1500 495
0 1585 1200 385 0 1885 1200
N 894 1200 -306 0 1579 1200
·D 823 902 -79 0 1500 902
1934 J 1080 1080 0 0 1500 1080
F 3020 1200 500 1320 2000 2520
·M 3180 1200 . 0 1980 2010 3180
A 2120 1200 0 920 2000 2120
M 735 1200 °-500 35 1500 1235
J 1433 1200 -1200 1433 300 2633
J 6690 1200 0 5490 300 6690
A 5520 1200 0 4320 300 5520
S 5150 1200 1700 2250 2000 3450
0 5130 1200 0 3930 2000 5130
N 3550 1200 0 2350 2000 3550
D 2430 1200 0 1230 2000 2430
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Economic size of reinforced concrete penstock".
Assume:
Cost of reinforced concrete
Cost of steel
Fixed charges
= ~10 per cu. yd.
- 4.5 f, per lb.
=12.5 %
= 0.1366d2 in dollars
Undeveloped water power = 0.3 f, per k~v-hr.
hf'= loss of head per ft. of penstock = kv~ , whered~2g "
k = .0"29, v = average veloci tJ-'" of vlater flo'V'ving through
penstock, d = diameter of pipe, in ft.
Section of pipe, as shown:'. in fig. 17 = 0.369d2
Efficiency of turbine = 0.88
Efficiency of generator = 0.94
f = tensile strength of steel . - 16,000 lb. per sq • in.
Cost per ft. of pipe will be:
Cost of concrete = !Q" x .369d2
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Cost of reinforcing steel
assume head = 40 ft.,~ tensile stress on steel = ~ = 1,250d
area of steel;required, a = 1,250d ;. 16,000
volume of steel per ft. of pipe = ~da
Cost of steel = 0.045 x 0.384 x 3.l9d2
Cost of temperature steel
assume area of temperature.steel·= .3% =
=
=
=
0.078d sq. iil~'
= .1593d2 sq. in.
Cost of steel = 0.045 x 0.384 x l2~-x 0.1593d2 = ~~O.0245
.. ,. 54
Total cost per ft. of pipe = 0.136602+ 0.0408d2~ 0.0245d2
= O.20l9d2 in dollars
Annual fixed charges = Ci = O,20l9d2 x 0.125 = O,0252d2 in dollars
Value Of power lost due to friction per ft. of pipe
8.8
840 c.f,s.
~ in ft. per ft. of pipe
d:>.Z5 .
(Qnve,x hr x .88 x .94 x .746) :
= 30,300
dS"z~
Per ft. of pipe = Pb = 003 x 30,300 x 8,760
• ~l5
= 796,000 d~/year
d5:2S
asswne Qave.= O,7~ax,=
= O.29v2 =
d
10zS
I')X t'.Jg
povler lost in kw.' :."'. =
Value of friction loss
Table
Annual Loss per ft. of Pipe, in Dollars
d
5.25
Pb Ci Pb+Cid
11 293,300 2.72 3.05 5,77
12 464,000 1.72 3.63 5.35
13 704,000 1.13 4.25 5.38
c.
14 1 .. 043,000 0.77 4.94 5.71
Economic size = 12 ft. diameter
Cost = 3.63 :. 1.25 = ~29 per ft. of pipe•
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Dam sections.
Assilll1ptions
w = unit weight of concrete = 145 lb. per cu. ft.
1
w = unit weight of water
2
w = unit weight of silt
3
~
= 62.5 lb. per cu. ft.-
= 62.5 lb. per CUI. ft.
c = ratio of area subjected to uplift to the whoJ.e area = 0.5
f"= coefficient of static friction = 0.75 for concrete on
concrete.
H~= height of max. flood level above spillway crest, in ft.
h = height of dam. in ft.
A = cross-sectional area of dam, in sq."~t•
..,
• .' • I
1 = length of joint, in ft.
Y = distance from the upstre?JIl extremity of the joint to
some point of reference, in ft.
The dams are designed for maX. water pressure with up-
lift,and also for max. water pressure with silt up to
10 ft. from spillway crest but without uplift.
. Dam, ~ ""Plant Ho. 2, spillway section
H = 25 ft.
li A 1 y H+h
5 78 22.5 0 30
10 204 29.8 0 35
. 15 368 35.7 0 40
20 560 40.8 0 45
25 775 45.4 0 50
30 1012 49.5 a 55
40 1544 56.7 0 65
50 2144 63.2 0 75
60 2808 69.3 0 85
70 3539 . 74.8 0 95
80 4314 80.0 0 105
90 5130 87.9 0 115
100 6034 102.0 0 125
Dam, Plant No •. 3, Spillway section, H = 20 :ft.
5 70 19.5 0 25
10 186 26.5 0 30
15 332 31.7 0 35
20 502 36.2 a 40
30 906 44.2 0 50
40 1380 50.6 0 60
50 1915 57.6 0 70
60 2697 72.0 0 80
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d
Dam, Abutment section, Top wi~h = 9 ft, a = 5 ft.
h A 1 y a + h
14.5 ','176 9.0 a 19.5
20.0 232 11.4 0 25.0
25.0 291 14.2 0 30.0
28.0 336 16.1 0 33.0
33.0' 427 20.1 0.6 38~0
38.0 538 24.4 1.2 43.0
45.0 731 30.6 2.0 50.0
52.0 967 36.9 2.8 57.0
60.0 1284 41.1 3.1 65.0
70.0 1740 50.,5 3.4 75.0
80.0 2295 60.0 3.9 85.0
Design and Cost Estimates, Plant no. 2.·
Intake and crest gates
mas. water level, e1ev.
cr&st of spillway, e1ev.
height of crest gates
Rocks
=1328
=1303
= 20ft.
Q . =.70 Q = 840 c? f • s.
aver. ~ax.
assume velocity throQgh gross area of rocks = 1.75 ft./sec.
area required = 840 -: 1.75 = 480 sq. ft.,use 2-10' x 24'racks
center· of penstock 6' below spillway crest level or 24'
below normal w.1.
Gates
·assume ve10city through gates = .075..J2gh
head normal water 1ev.el = 1321
normal tai1water level at plant = 1158
friction loss in intake and .vvaterwa:>r = 10 asswned effective
head = 153'
V = .075~2g y 153 = 8 sec. ft.
area required = 1,200 + 8 = 150 sq. fD.
use 2 - stoney gates with 7' x 12' openings
Capacity of c~rest gate traveling hoist
Head to center line of gate = 15'
Weight of taintor gate 20 x 20 = 40,OOOlb. assumed
Creager table 37, p~e 317
Weight of stoney gete 26 x 20 = 6.4 x 20 x .20 x 15
= 38,400 lb. (Cre~er p.313)
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The 40,000 lb. taintor gate~ is assumed.
As the force required to lift a taintor is abmut
equal to the wt. of gate,
Hoist capacit y = 25 tons.
for safety 2 - 25 tons. hoistswil1 be used.
Capacity of intake getes hoist
Head on e.1. of gate = 31 ft.
wt. of 7' x 12' stoney gate~ = 4.1 x 31 x 7 x 12
= 10,700 1bs.(Creager,P.3l3)
Capacity of hoist· = 8 tons.
Surge tarii (see Creager p.530)
Lengt~ of l2' concrete pipe = 340 ft.
Length of concrete lined tunnel = 4,000 ft.
Length of 12' steel.pipe = 320 ft.
'Length of 8' branch p~pes = 300 ft. each
Acceleration
1. assume q2 = 1200
ql = 800
V£ = 12 on tunnel 10.6 on penstock
V~:.. · = 8 on tunnel 7.0 on penstock
l2p/IOO = 0.12 for tu~e1 (R = 2.75')
lOp/LOa =al06 for concretepip€ /-, ;".'
f~ = 3.6 x 4000 + 2.7 x .340 + 1.5 x .081 + 10,5 2
~ ~
. - 17.4
Cr = 100 (assumed)
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'.
f = 2.1 x 4000 + 1.4 x .34 + 1.2 x .081 + 10.52
r ~
= 10.7
2
) 2 = }TJ./3.02
252012 1510
3. V1= 8.0 ( 2 2)'100 C · V2 - V1 .
4. K' =-----------=---- =. 968/ya . aYa
5. Assume Ya =
80.7 64.5 48.4
9. F = 1940 1110 650 340 194
10. assume d = 10
a
departure =
.121 x 82+10 17.7
11. Lowest surge
12. dia. of riser pipe =12'
R = 113·
D =
= 30.2
Retardation
1. e = 10.7/Vi = .0765r
2. y~ = 100 c V2/ K' = 1070/1\'1 r. r
3. N' = 100 e V2~{2g/A1) ,JF = 1.1oJF
r
4. R - 1940 1110 650 ~40 194-
5. N' = 48.5- 36.7 28.1 20.3 15.3r .I
6. K' (curve no~4)
r
p. 529 42.6 33.2 26.1 20.0 15.3
7. Y 25.0 32.2 41.0 53.5 70.8
r
a. d = 5
.~
departure =
5 - 82 X .0765). .1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
9 ; highest surge 25.1 32.3 41.1 53.6 70.9
.'t
Test for incdpien~ stability
R ,;:. 113 sq. ft. H == 149, . C = .0765'
J.....--R-+---A-r-'---2gHcDm = . 0.785
Diameter used = 32'
Lowest surge = 40 1
Highest surge = 32'
.A tank of 75' high will be used with bottom at elevation
•1281 or 42 below crest of taintor gate.
Thickness of plate
total pressure = 75 x 62.5 x 32/2 = 75~OOO Ib,~ per ft.
assume f = 12,000 lb./ sq in.
S '
Joint e~f. = .70
fl
-.
of plate = 75000A12 "thickness x 12000 x .7 )= .742
use 3/4 inch for lowest 25'
use 1/2 in. for next 25'
1/4 in. for next 25'
Characteristics of turbihes
Heaa water level = 1321 , 2' below crest of taintor g8te
Tail water level = 1158
. -way (Loss thro~h intakes and water'= 10 ft. assumed)
Effective head = 153 ft.
Assume three units are used·Q = 400 c.f.s. each
Inlet diam.= 56 x ~96 = 54" ( Creager p. 603-604)
, ,generator capacity = 6600 x .746 x .94 = 4600
'\
=5750 kva. at 80 %p.f.
to c./.ofunil:s
Distance c.l.1f = 4.2 D approx. (Creager p.609)
= 19.6 ft.,
22 ft will be assumed.
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Cost estimation.
Dam.
cross~section of river .is sho~~ in fig. 17
height of dam = 100 ft.
net, length of spiilway = 240 ft. with 12 taintor gates.
volume of dam inclUding abut~ments, sill, piers etc.
= 100,000 cu. yd.~$7~ $700,000
excavation, rock and earth,,56,000 cu. yd.
@$.3== $ 16,800
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cofferdam
12 20x20'taintor gates 480,000 lb.
2 20-ton trave1~ng hoists
Total cost of dam
concrete
excavation
cofferdam
taintor gates and hoists
land and property (assumed value)
miscellaneous cost
*~ 20,000
@$.l = ~·.48,000·
@ $3,000 = $ 6,000
$700,000
16,800
20,000
54,000
30,000
19,200
$850,000
Intake and Vlaterv;ay
racks, area = 2xl0x24 = 480 sq. ft. @ *~ 2.5' = $
2 Stoney gates, wt •.= 21,400( lb. $p90 =
superstructure l8x24x30 = 13,000 cu. yd~$.15=
, substructure, 1,000 cu. yd. @ $8 =
1,200
2,000
1,950
8,000
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excavation, rock and earth, 1,500 cu. yd. @$.5
vent pipe, 3 f~. diameter, 50 ft. long @ $12 =
750
600
, total cost of intake ~?14 ,5.00
reinforced concrete pipe, 12' dia., 340ftJ9>$36 - i2,300
concrete lined tunnel, 100 sq. ft., ~,000'@$70 = 280,000
steel pipe, 12 ft. diameter, 320ft.
steel pipe, 8 ft. diameter, 900 ft.
@ $56 - 17,900
@ *140 = 36,000
c1', 18,000=-.P.
dl• 10,000
'Ii'
Jr· 8,000
'If
$ 3,000
,$ 39,000
$400,000
total cost of waterv!ay (including excavation, anchorages)
=$346,200
surge tank, 75 ft. high, 32 ft, diameter, 'average thick-
~ness~ 1/2 in., total weight of steel plates is equal
to 254,000 lb., add 30% fo~ rivets,stiffeners etc.
total Vlt. is about 200,000 lb. @$.09 '
penstock valve
excavation and foundation
appurtenances
total cost of surge tank
Total cost of intake and waterway
superstructure 46x50x88 = 202,000 cu. ft.~$.3 = $ 60,600
SUbstructure, 10,300 cu. yd~ of concrete @P$ 9 =$ 92,700
foundation, excavation, etc
Total cost of superstructure and substructure
c!'. 4 00s> ,7
$158,000
Total cost of equipment 19,800 hp. @~+'26­
'IP - $515,000
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Plant No. '3. Designs and cost estimation
Designs.
Intake.
Racks
Q = 1200 c.f'.s.
3 units, Q.. = 400 c.f.s.
Normal.water elev. = 1;429.0
Max. flood elev. = 1,146.0
Crest of spillway e1ev. = 1;],26.0
Crest of flashboardse1ev. = 1131.0
Normal Tail water e1ev. = 1066.0
H = 63.0ft.
assume velocity through gross area of rack = 1.75 ft./ sec.
0_. = 400 x .7 = 280~Ve.
"-
Area required =280 + 1.75 = 160 sq. ft.
Use 12 x 13.5 .racks, area provided = 162 sq. ft.
Bates
Assume V = .075~2gh = 4.76 ft. per sec.
Area reqiured =,280 ; 4.76.= 58.7
Use 8' x·IO Broome gates. area provided = 80 sq. ft.
Turbines 5050
N
5050 + 19 = + 19 = 73.1
s H + 32 63 + 32
e = 93 %
63 x 400 x ,93'
= 2660~= 8.8
Total capacity of ;3 units will be 7980 hp.
R.P.M. = NS ~/ 1,.. = 7~a x 634 / ..[2660 = 252.0
a generator of 25Z~ R.P.M. at 60 cycle5the no. of
POles is 120 x 60 / 252 = 28.2
The next larger even number is 30 and R.P.M. is
120 x 60/ 30 = 240
S"
The speciflc speed of turbine. lIs = R.P.M. x ~ / H4
= 240 x 2660t / 63t
Runner discharge diameter (Cre~er Fig.394, p.603)
= 63"
Distance center line to center line of unit = 4.2D
(Creage* ,p.609) = 22ft.
23 ft. will be assumed.
Generator
60 f, 240 R.P.M.
assUJ.l1e eff. of generator = .94
. capacity of generator = 2660 x .746 x .94 = 1870 kw.
or 2340 kva. at 80 p.t.
2250 kva. units 'will be assumEd and the tom.al capavit y:
is 6750 kva.
Cost Estimation, Plant Ho. 3.
I. Dam
Concrete
abut~ments inc1udi~ power house substnncture
66
17100 cu. y d. at $7 = 119,700
spillway 350 long
33800 eu.yd. 'at $,7 = 236:; 600
f'oundatiorlt sills and abutements
'..'
36000 cu. yd. at $7 = 252,OOQ
$608,300
excavation 85,000 c~. ,yd. rock and earth a ~.3
67
cof'ferdam
= 25,500
20,000
,f1asbboard 1750 'sq. ft. @) 2.5=4,400
tand and property
miscellaneous .
II. POwer house superstructure
"
f . ~a.173,000 cu. t. '@ 'jf.25
III. Equipment @ ~i32 per hp.
(7980 hp.)
Total cost
20,000
16,800
~ 695,000
~43,400
$255,600
$994,000
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